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Abstract
Digital image correlation has been routinely used to measure full-field displacements in many
areas of solid mechanics, including fracture mechanics. Accurate segmentation of the crack
path is needed to study its interaction with the microstructure and stress fields, and studies
of crack behaviour, such as the effect of closure or residual stress in fatigue, require data on
its opening displacement. Such information can be obtained from any digital image
correlation analysis of cracked components, but it collection by manual methods is quite
onerous, particularly for massive amounts of data. We introduce the novel application of
Phase Congruency to detect and quantify cracks and their opening. Unlike other crack
detection techniques, Phase Congruency does not rely on adjustable threshold values that
require user interaction, and so allows large datasets to be treated autonomously. The
accuracy of the Phase Congruency based algorithm in detecting cracks is evaluated and
compared with conventional methods such as Heaviside function fitting. As Phase
Congruency is a displacement-based method, it does not suffer from the noise intensification
to which gradient-based methods (e.g. strain thresholding) are susceptible. Its application is
demonstrated to experimental data for cracks in quasi-brittle (Granitic rock) and ductile
(Aluminium alloy) materials.
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1 Introduction
Observing the interaction of cracks with the encompassing microstructure of engineering
materials is a critical process in structural integrity. Quantitative image-based techniques,
such as Digital Image Correlation (DIC), have gained in popularity due to the advances made
in the recent years with cheaper CCDs (Charged Coupled Device) and computational power.
However, with the advancement of data acquisition, users are faced with the burdensome
task of rigorous analysis of large volumes of data, which require user judgement and
intervention. The ability to detect and quantify features such as cracks and their associated
parameters, such as dimension, from many images is becoming a critical task.
Most approaches to identify cracks in digital images use edge detection methods such as
global and local grey-scale intensity thresholding. These require human interaction to be
optimal [1, 2]. For instance, Ikhlas et al. [3] presented a study of different edge detection
techniques including wavelet transform and Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to identify cracks in
bridges, concluding that wavelet transform is more reliable than other methods. However,
the method is based on a chosen threshold value, which is a parameter crucial to its
performance. Tomoyuki et al. [4] proposed a fast crack detection method, applied to concrete
surfaces, that was based on percolation-based image processing; their quantitative analysis
showed this to be computationally more efficient that the wavelet approach but at the cost
of precision. Additionally, these methods assume that the crack is sufficiently open enough
to be detectable in the image. This inherently limits these methods’ accuracy to a pixel at
best. However, there are image analysis techniques that have sub-pixel accuracy. They track
the surface displacement of the features near the discontinuity and therefore can detect
cracks that are not otherwise visible in the raw image [5]. For example, Avril et al. [6]
introduced a method of detecting surface discontinuities and calculation of the crack width
with sub-pixel precision, using a grid that is periodically spaced on the surface of the cracked
body and with the aid of Windowed discrete Fourier transform to calculate the phase shift
between the cracked faces.
DIC is now the most widely used optical based method in fracture mechanics. Introduced in
the 1980s by Peters and Ranson [7-9], DIC is a full field non-contact displacement
measurement method that is relatively easy to set-up and provides high resolution and high
spatial resolution. The fundamental principle of DIC is to compare grey-scale images of an
object surface captured before and after deformation; these are referred to as the reference
and deformed image, respectively. Conventionally, the reference image is divided into
interrogating windows or subsets that are matched (or tracked) in the deformed image, using
a shape function, to obtain the displacement of each interrogation window. Higher order
shape functions can be used to obtain improved displacement approximations but usually
first or second order provides sufficient accuracy [10]. Different matching procedures can be
used to search and evaluate the similarity of the grey-scale pattern [11]. This study used the
iterative least square method (ILS) method, proposed by Pan et al [12] and incorporated in
LaVision Davis Strain Master Code [13].
Parameters that are descriptive of the crack fields that control fracture, such as the stress
intensity factor [14] and strain energy release rate [15, 16] can be extracted from DIC analyses
that provide the full field displacements or strains. Two families of methods tend to be used.
Firstly, the linear elastic stress intensity factor may be obtained by fitting a theoretical
displacement field to the DIC measured field [14, 15, 17, 18]; maximising the correlation
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between the two fields finds the optimal stress intensity factor that describes the
measurement. This forces experimental data to fit a theoretical model and neglects possible
incompatibilities. Critically, this family of methods are quite sensitive to accurate
identification of the crack tip location [19], which can be computationally difficult or
conceptually impossible, in the case of diffusive damage zones, to find [20].
An alternative method is to calculate energy release rate via a contour integral method, such
as the J-integral [21], to obtain the difference between the work of traction exerted on a finite
volume of material and the elastic strain energy in that volume in the presence of a crack.
The rate of this difference with respect to an infinitesimal increase in the crack length is the
strain energy release rate associated with a crack. This strain energy release rate can be
related to an equivalent stress intensity factor [22]. Becker et al. [16] introduced a method
to calculate J-integral as an area integral using digital image correlation displacement field
measurements and the finite element method. A critical point in this [16] and similar
techniques [18, 23, 24], is that although there is less sensitivity to the crack tip position, the
crack geometry needs to be identified correctly as the contour integral should be carried out
on a path that starts and ends on traction free surfaces, i.e. the crack face.
The displacement discontinuity across the faces of the crack, known as the crack opening
displacement (COD), has also been used for both elastic and elastic-plastic materials as a crack
quantifying parameter [25-27], as it has a direct relationship with the stress intensity factor
or J-integral. It is applied in engineering standards less frequently (e.g. see BS7910) as direct
measurements can be difficult to obtain reliably [28]. It can, however, be quantified by digital
image correlation [29-35] of surface observations. For instance, Mekky et al [36] have
presented a methodology to calculate COD profile along the crack by a least-square method
to evaluate the opening displacement by fitting the displacements from opposite sides of the
crack. Wells et al [37] fitted a Heaviside function to the discontinuity across the crack faces to
located the boundaries of the crack faces. However, most methods in the literature simply
requires the user to manually select virtual displacement gauges across the crack faces [3840], the halfway points between them was used to define the crack path [23, 33, 41, 42].
In a typical experimental study to quantify cracks and their interaction with the
microstructure, hundreds of images may be recorded of a growing crack in a complex
microstructure; the task of manual segmentation of the crack [43] can be a major obstacle.
In this paper, we present a novel algorithmic method of obtaining the crack path and its
opening displacement profile autonomously and reliably. We evaluate the theoretical
accuracy of the algorithm and compare it with two other crack segmentation algorithms:
strain thresholding and Heaviside function fitting. We investigate the reliability of the
algorithm using virtual experiments and then show its strength in experimental conditions by
examining its performance and speed in case studies on two classes of materials: quasi-brittle
and ductile.

2 Algorithm
Cracks have a characteristic signature in their fields of displacement and strain, which can be
measured by DIC. Theoretically, the displacement perpendicular to the crack direction (i.e.
crack opening displacement) is a discontinuity similar to a step function, so the opening strain
(i.e. the gradient of the opening displacement) has a peak at the crack. Figure 1- a and b show
synthetic images of two cracks in a speckle pattern with two different openings. Each image
size is 2048x2048 pixels, and the horizontal edge cracks are 1024 pixels in length with 0.1 pixel
3

and 5 pixel crack mouth opening displacements (CMOD). Each image is deformed using the
theoretical displacement field around a linear elastic crack, presented by Williams [44]; see
section 3. Theoretical study. The reference (closed crack in either case) and deformed (open
crack) images were analysed with the LaVision Davis 8.2.6 software [13] using an iterative
least squares algorithm [12] with subset size 31 pixels with 75% overlap (Step size 8 pixels).
The resultant opening displacement fields are shown in Figure 1c and d and those of opening
strain in Figure 1e and f. For the CMOD of 5 pixels the image artefact that represents the
crack is visible. It introduces displacement errors close to the crack faces due to the
discontinuity in the deformed image that was not present in the reference image. Because
of this artefact, in the presence of a crack, the conventional DIC algorithms achieve poor
correlation for subsets close to the crack faces. This is because the subsets used for
correlation can only capture continuous deformations from the reference of the deformed
image [23, 24].
Most crack detection algorithms apply gradient-based (i.e. strain) methods to obtain the path
of the crack [30, 31, 34, 45]. Such methods rely on defining a threshold value, which may need
to vary between analyses due to change in the quality of the data or the images; for example,
the levels of strain that define the crack in Figure 1e and f are an order of magnitude different.
Gradient-based methods are sensitive to the gradient magnitude, smoothness and
magnification, and do not localize accurately [46]. Other crack detection methods have used
fitting the displacement step into a model such as a Heaviside function [32], which are also
dependent on the step threshold value.
Phase Congruency (PC) is a relatively new technique in image analysis that uses Phase
information† to detect and identify edges and corners in digital images [47]. There have been
studies that suggest that phase information is a psychological representation of how human
visual system perceives edge like features [48]. Rather than defining features directly at points
with sharp changes in value, phase congruency dictates the features, that are perceived at
points, where the Fourier components are maximal in phase with each another [49-52]. PC
returns a dimensionless quantity that is invariant to contrast and scale and therefore does
not suffer from the thresholding problems of other crack segmentation methods [46]. Unlike
gradient-based feature detection algorithms, which can only detect step features, PC detects
features at all phase angles, and not just step features that have a phase angle of 0 or 180°.
Together with the illumination invariance with and accurate localisation [46, 47], PC makes
an ideal method for detecting local discontinuities in the displacement fields that are the
signature of cracks. The mathematical representation of phase congruency is described in
Appendix A.
We use Kovesi's representation of PC [46] equipped with noise compensation features based
on log-Gabor transfer function, and also employ monogenic filters [53]. Lijuan et al. [54]
showed that monogenic filters require less time and memory space compared to log-Gabor
filters and they improve the accuracy and sensitivity of PC calculation to noise. An example of
a PC outcome is shown in Figure 2; it is a PC analysis of a dataset similar to those presented
in Figure 1 but with a crack mouth opening displacement of 1 pixel. The variation of phase
congruency, opening displacement, and opening strain is presented along two line profiles
vertical to the crack path: at the crack mouth and at the crack tip; the opening strain is
normalised with respect to maximum strain. The normalised strain and displacement profiles
†

Phase is a component of a signal in the Fourier representation
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deteriorate close to the crack tip, while the phase congruency remains consistent. The value
of the phase congruency at location (", $), &' (", $), varies from a maximum of 1 (indicating
a very significant feature) to 0 (i.e. no significance.
The algorithm proposed to segment the crack autonomously (see the graphical presentation
in Figure 3) is as follows: PC analysis is run on the DIC-measured displacement field of a
cracked specimen, followed by an active contour segmentation.
Active contour
segmentation, also known as the Snake algorithm [55, 56], is an iterative feature identification
technique based on an energy-minimizing spline [55]. Lankton’s region-based active contour
segmentation [57] was used in this work to obtain the segmentation of the local discontinuity
detected by PC. The active contour algorithm requires three input parameters: input image;
the number of iterations, and the initial mask. In our study the input image is the PC map;
the number of iterations is decided when the segmentation converges, and the initial mask is
selected by an automatic process, using the displacement map normal to the crack. This initial
mask may be an overshot‡ or an undershot§; the active contour algorithm decreases or
increases the mask until an optimum is reached. It was noticed during the analyses that
undershot initial mask performance is much more reliable.
To produce an undershot initial mask of the crack, the displacement map is smoothed using
a bilateral filter [58], which is an image-processing tool that removes noise from images while
preserving edges [59]. The next step is the Sobel operator [60], which is an edge detection
filter, that produces a map of all the edges in the image; this includes edges produced by noise
and the discontinuity. Next, the Hough transform is used to find the co-ordinates of the
longest line, which assumed to be the crack, in the edge map. The Hough transform is a
feature detection technique that can isolate features of a particular shape within an image
[61]. The detected longest line is the longest discontinuity in the displacement map because
the edge-preserving filter applied previously removes most of the displacement noise, leaving
only sporadic noise that appears as short edges [45]. The detected longest line is an
undershot of the discontinuity detected by PC and therefore is used as an initial mask.
It is then possible to quantify the crack parameters: the crack opening displacement (COD)
profile** and the crack path††. The segmentation provides a map of the PC detected feature
of the discontinuity. Points at the boundary of the segmentation are considered to be the
crack faces. These points can be used to calculate both COD and the crack path. The crack
opening displacement is the displacement difference between the two faces of the crack and
the crack path is the mid-point between the crack faces.

3 Theoretical study
In this section a theoretical displacement field of a crack in an infinite linear elastic plate is
used to deform a 2024x2024 pixel synthetic image of a typical speckle pattern to quantify the
accuracy of the algorithm presented in the previous section. Crack parameters such as crack
opening displacement profile ) " , crack path * " , and crack length are known parameters
in the synthetic image and can readily be compared with those calculated by the PC-based
crack detection method. To evaluate the algorithm’s robustness to noise, zero-mean additive
‡

Initial mask is a superset of the crack
Initial mask is a subset of the crack
**
Width of the crack
††
Midpoint between upper and lower faces of the crack
§
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white Gaussian noise [62] is added to the theoretical displacement field with an incremental
standard deviation of Gaussian noise and the effects were studied.
The continuum mechanics solution of the displacement field ahead of a crack in an elastic
medium is an asymptotic function [18]. Assuming only the first term of the asymptotic
function for a crack along the horizontal direction i.e. x axis shown in Figure 2a, the opening
displacement, +$, around the crack as a function of the far field applied stress, ,, can be
presented by:

+$ (-, .) =

, 01 1
1
sin ( .) 8 + 1 − 2cos = ( .)
23
20
2
2

(1)

where 3 is the shear modulus and - and . are radial and phase distance from the crack tip
and a is the crack length. The origin of this "$ – coordinate system is at the crack tip. The
crack opening displacement )(") is calculated by [63]:
Displacement in crack plane . = 0 ; - = 1 − "
1+? 8+1 ,
+$ =
21(1 − ")
@
2
1+? 8+1
, 21(1 − ")
@
Where A is Poisson’s ratio and 8 = 3 − 4A for the plane strain condition.
) " = 2+$ " =

(2)
(3)

The theoretical +$ displacement field and COD is constructed with an arbitrary Young’s
modulus of 8 GPa and Poisson’s ratio of 0.3. It should be noted that only the singular term of
displacement field is used in this study. As the distance from the crack tip increases the
contribution of non-singular terms increases [64] and the crack opening displacement
calculated by Eq. 3 is no longer valid. However, the aim of this theoretical study is to compare
a known crack opening displacement with that calculated by our algorithm to estimate its
accuracy and therefore the unrepresentativeness of the selected field has no effect on the
estimated accuracy.
It is a challenging task to accurately model typical experimental DIC noises as there are many
different factors that contribute to the uncertainty in the measured displacement field. Hence
to simulate the effects of noise in displacement field, additive Gaussian white noise with mean
value of 0, and different increments of standard deviation were added to the theoretical
displacement field. The standard deviation ,D and percent additive noise, ΓF are introduced
with the following form:
,D
×100
(4)
(∆+$)
∆+$ is the range of the displacement field (i.e. the difference between the maximum and
minimum displacements in the analysis), and has value 1 as +$ is normalised. The simulated
ΓF ranges from 0% (no noise) to 10% with increments of 0.01%. For a predefined value of ΓF ,
,D is the standard deviation of a normal distribution from which a random value is extracted,
J K, L , and added to the displacement field as shown in Eq. (5):
ΓF =

+$MNOPQ (K, L) = +$(K, L) + J(K, L)
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(5)

J K, L ~ J 0, ,D =
(6)
Finally, the COD profile ), crack path position * and crack length 1 are extracted from the
noisy displacement fields using the algorithm, and are compared with those extracted by
fitting Heaviside step function (details of which are given in appendix B).
To evaluate the errors, the square root of the mean square error (RSME) is used. For the crack
opening displacement (Figure 4a):
=

)−)
(7)
STU@ ) =
1
where ) is the calculated crack opening displacement profile extracted from +$MNOPQ , ) is the
theoretical COD profile given by Eq. (3) and 1 is the observed crack length.
For crack path analysis (Figure 4b), the error is defined by:
=

*−*
(8)
STU@ * =
1
where * is the calculated crack path and, * is the actual crack path; in this case it is constant
as the crack path is a straight line.
For crack length (Figure 4c), the error is defined by:
VWV

(9)
Relative Error (1) = V ×100%
Where, 1 is the observed crack length and 1 is the actual theoretical crack length.
The synthetic data were also assessed by three types of Heaviside analysis: Gradient-based,
Gaussian derivative-based [65], and Windowed-smoothing based (see Appendix B). Of these,
the Gradient-based method (Figure 4b) yields the most accurate and least scattered results
for the crack path, with an almost consistent RMSE of less than 0.5. However, the crack length
measurement (Figure 4c) is strongly affected by the additive noise. Windowed smoothingbased and Gaussian derivative-based methods are more noise robust, but this affects the
precision of the crack path (Figure 4b) and gives an imprecise COD profile (Figure 4a). Of the
Heaviside techniques, the Gaussian derivative-based method performs relatively better in
finding the crack length and crack path with the additive noise.
The Heaviside method of calculation of COD is noise robust, but it is also imprecise due to
non-linear variation of displacement across the crack near the crack tip. It is also sensitive and
strongly dependent on the location of the crack path and crack length. This means the crack
path error affects the COD measurement. The Heaviside performance is sensitive to
thresholding parameters and, therefore its accuracy can be restricted to the adopted
threshold parameter, which causes a level of uncertainty in the final result. It should be noted
that the Heaviside results presented in Figure 4 selected the best manual threshold as its
automation would be difficult.

4 Virtual experiment
4.1 Methodology

Using the William’s series to displace a synthetic speckle pattern is limited to an idealised
crack in an infinite elastic plate. To study the performance of the developed algorithm in
7

more general conditions, a code was developed to deform synthetic images with the
displacement field output of a finite element simulation. Full details of the code are given
elsewhere [66]. It produces a pair of images (8 or 16 bits) of the reference and deformed
sample speckle patterns. A virtual camera pixel size of 0.125mm/pixel was used to produce
the images with a size of 2048×2024 pixels that replicates a typical experiment. The speckle
pattern is also computer generated. The virtual specimen was a 253×256 cm plate containing
a straight edge crack with a length 126.5 mm. The FE simulation was used to deform the
virtual specimen with as a linear elastic material with nominal properties of E=207 GPa and
ν=0.3. Datasets with crack mouth opening displacements of 0.1, 0.5, 1, 5 and 15 pixels were
generated (i.e. from 12.5 µm to 1.875 mm).
The aim of the virtual experiment is to evaluate the uncertainty induced in crack path, length,
and opening displacement measured by the algorithm. The effects of experimental
uncertainties in the displacements calculated by DIC were studied, as above, by adding
Gaussian noise to the synthetic data both in the un-deformed and in the deformed images.
The speckle pattern and subset size was kept constant to simplify the comparison between
displacement noise and experimental noise: subset size and step size of 31, 8 pixels
respectively, were used for the following studies.
To include the experimental noise, a similar adaptation of Eq. 4 is used:
ΓF =

,D
×100
(YZV[ − YZOM )

(10)

where ΓF is percent additive noise, ,D is the standard deviation of Gaussian noise, YZV[ is
maximum grey-scale intensity, and YZOM is minimum grey-scale intensity of the images. A
random but similar magnitude additive noise was added to each of the reference and
deformed images for every analysis. The reference and deformed images are analysed by the
LaVision Davis’ Strain Master software. Percentage additive image noise in terms of grey-scale
values ranging from %0 to %4 is studied with increments of 0.01.
In the case where no deformation is applied, the DIC analysis returns zero average
displacement in x and y directions. The standard deviation of the displacements in x and y
directions from zero quantifies the error that is due to the added noise. The relationships
between percentage additive image noise, image signal to noise ratio (SNR) and image
displacement uncertainty are shown in Figure 5, which shows that displacement uncertainty
increases as the SNR decreases. The SNR of a digital image varies with parameters such as
lighting conditions, exposure time and CCD sensor, and typical CCD cameras present SNR
values between 30-100 dB [67]. Three different noise levels were therefore selected for
further study: (i) No noise (ΓF = 0 and SNR
∞ dB) which is an idealised case; (ii) medium
noise which is selected to represent a typical experiment (ΓF = 0.7 and SNR =39.2 dB); (iii)
High noise (ΓF = 3 and SNR =26.56 dB) which is selected at the edge of the boundary where
the digital image correlation software with a least square algorithm fails to carry out the
analysis. The percentage additive image noise level for case (ii) was chosen after evaluating
the quality of the images taken in a number of recent experiments carried out by the authors
[68] and also those available in the literature [69-71].
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4.2 Noise analysis
The five different CMOD’s were considered for each noise level, and the crack paths, lengths,
and opening displacement profiles were extracted in all cases using the PC-based algorithm
and the best performing Heaviside function that was identified from the previous section, i.e.
Heaviside Gaussian derivative kernel [65]. The deformed images were analysed by DIC using
LaVision’s Strain Master [13] with uniform subset grid size of 31 with step size 8. No
smoothing or outlier filter was used. The positioning of the uniform subset grid was constant
for all CMOD profiles on all the reference images to preserve positioning independency.
The PC-based crack detection algorithm is fully automatic while the Heaviside algorithm
required adjustment and thresholding in each case to obtain optimal crack parameters. An
example of the map of the displacement in the y direction for the 0.1 pixel CMOD with high
additive image noise is shown in Figure 6a. The white regions of the displacement map are
uncorrelated subsets. Visually, there is a distinguishable step in displacement field, but this is
small relative to the noise, and a large fraction of the displacement vectors are lost due to
image noise, which causes the discontinuity to be less visible in the displacement map. Both
crack detection methods failed to detect the crack in this case. It is not possible to obtain
fracture parameters from this displacement field without the aid of smoothing or fitting
techniques, however this will amplify the uncertainty of the parameters and was not pursuit.
In all the other cases, both PC-based crack detection and Gaussian Heaviside successfully
compute the crack parameters and the parameters are then compared to their true value
using Eq. 7,8 and 9 which are depicted in Figure 6b, c and d respectively. It is clearly seen that
PC-based crack detection performs better than Gaussian Heaviside in all instances of crack
path, COD and crack length. Figure 6b shows that PC consistently gives precise COD
measurements for no noise and medium noise for different CMOD profiles while high noise
measurements show the error is declining as the CMOD profile is increased. This is an
indication that the discontinuity profile is increasing in signal compared to the noise.
However, this is not observed for the Gaussian Heaviside which seems to be an indication that
there could be systematic errors similar to those associated with COD observed in Figure 4a.
Sub-pixel data accuracy of the algorithm is observed in Figure 6c: given that spatial resolution
(step size) is 8 pixels, the algorithms successfully detected the crack path less than 5 pixels of
error. Gaussian kernel derivative’s limitation to point precision for discontinuity detection is
shown in the figure with crack path errors of more than 18 pixels. It is observed for CMOD of
15 pixels, the error has increased to roughly 6 pixels for each noise study.
Figure 6d shows the algorithm accurately finds the crack tip location for CMOD of 1, 5, 15
without any error while for CMOD 0.1 and 0.5 the crack tip discontinuity is lost within the
noise. As for Gaussian Heaviside, crack length error increases as the crack mouth is more open
as observed for No noise. This is because Heaviside function fails to fit the step function close
to the crack tip hence detecting a smaller crack.

5 Case studies and discussion
The PC-based algorithm has been applied to crack detection and quantification in two
different classes of materials to examine its accuracy and robustness in real laboratory
conditions. The cases represent i) quasi-brittle materials with complex microstructure and
small scale displacements; and ii) ductile materials with large scale deformation.
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5.1 Quasi-Brittle Material
5.1.1 Experiment details
The cracking process of a rock material is highly influenced by the microstructure of the
material. By using the natural texture of the specimen surface as speckle pattern, cracking
and crack growth can be monitored in detail in relation to the structure of the rock material.
A brief description of a test on a double edge notch tension (DENT) rock specimen is
presented. This is not a geometry recommended the International Society of Rock Mechanics
[72] and as such it may not necessarily render a valid fracture toughness value. Since the aim
of the experiment was to verify the applicability of PC algorithm on quasi-brittle material and
not produce a valid fracture toughness test, it has no negative effect on the results.
The specimen was a fine grained granitic rock with a surface area of 60 ´ 60 mm2 and a
thickness of 10 mm. An annotated photo of the test set up is shown in Figure 7a; the sample
width was (2W) was 60 mm, each of its notch length (a) was 10, and each of its notch radii (d)
was 5 mm. The studied material was a fine-grained granitic rock. To make the texture more
prominent in the images, the surface of the specimen was polished in a grinding machine
before testing. This allowed the natural pattern of the specimen be used for DIC analysis
without need for an artificial speckle pattern (e.g. spray paint) which can obscure the crack
tip. However, this method can result in blurriness in the speckle pattern due to the height
difference of the surface asperities. Therefore, to evaluate the effectiveness of the natural
pattern of the specimen as speckle pattern, a detailed noise analysis was performed which is
explained in the next section.
The specimen was glued to the loading platens of the testing machine, ensuring that the
loading line and the centre axis of the specimen coincided as close as possible. The tensile
load was controlled at a constant crosshead displacement rate of 0.06 mm/min.
A 2D DIC measurement setup comprised a 4 megapixel CCD camera and a SchneiederKreuznach Componon-S 2.8/50 Macro lens was used for the image acquisition. The observed
area (65 × 65 mm2) covered slightly more than the entire specimen surface, corresponding to
a pixel size of approximately 32 µm/pixel. To obtain high contrast levels, the specimen was
illuminated by a white LED light panel.
5.1.2 Analysis and discussion
A sequence of 8 bit 2048x2048 pixel images were obtained (e.g. Figure 8a) as described above,
from which a smaller region of 1329x681 pixels was selected (indicated in Figure 8a with a
white dashed box) to reduce computation time and to mask the round tip of the notch. The
region of interest before and after load (i.e. reference and deformed images, Figure 8b and c)
shows two cracks in the deformed image. The PC-based algorithm could be used to detect
and analyse multiple cracks, but for simplicity, only the larger surface discontinuity labelled
in the figure as “Crack” was considered in this study. A DIC analysis was performed on the
images using least square method with subset size 17 and step size of 4; no smoothing or
outlier filter was applied. The calculated opening displacement map, Uy, is shown in Figure
8d. To estimate the expected noise within the displacement field, a baseline noise analysis
(no deformation / movement) is conducted with the same DIC parameters giving a noise level
of σUx =0.009 and σUy =0.012 pixels which is similar to the Medium noise analysis that was
studied previously in Section 4.
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It is observed that the mean grey-level intensity within the region of interest changes from
85.3 to 86.5 counts between reference and deformed images. This change of grey-level
intensity can be visually seen at the location of the discontinuity which leads to poor
correlation for the subsets that include the crack, as shown by the censored displacement
data (Figure 8d). Subsets with correlation coefficient of less than 60% were censored. The
missing data were extrapolated using a linear least square approach without modifying
known values to obtain the final displacement field (Figure 8e).
The key steps of the application of the crack detection algorithm are depicted in Figure 9: this
shows the outcome of the phase-congruency analysis (Figure 9a), the path segmentation
using Hough transform on the phase congruency result (Figure 9b); an overlay of the
segmented crack on the displacement data (Figure 9c) and the crack opening profile (Figure
9d) on the deformed image. The algorithm successfully extracted the discontinuity and
quantified its length, opening displacement profile and path. Visual inspection of the data
shows that the crack path has been identified with an accuracy better than 2 pixels. Close to
the crack tip and the COD is less than a pixel accurate.

5.2 Ductile test
5.2.1 Experiment details
Ductile materials show high levels of plasticity around the crack and therefore the large strains
of the surface can induce errors in the digital image correlation analysis. A fracture test of
aluminium alloy 2024 was carried according to ASTM E399 [73], details of which is given
elsewhere [74]; a brief description of the experiment is given here. A fatigue precraked
Compact Tension (CT) specimen, schematic of the which is shown in Figure 7b, with a width
of W=50mm and a/W=0.5 (a is the crack length) was tested; other dimensions of the specimen
are related to W according to ASTM E399. The specimen was loaded by moving the upper
loading pin at a constant displacement rate of 0.2 mm/min until the crack started growing.
The loading of a CT sample is predominantly dominated by bending around a plastic hinge
unlike the DENT specimens tested in the previous section which is mainly tensile. This change
of loading mode provides an extra degree of dissimilarity between the two experiments in
addition to the difference in material behaviour to evaluate the performance of PC algorithm
further.
The images were collected using a stereo-DIC system comprising 2 Toshiba-Teli CSB4000CL10A cameras; each camera captured 2008×2047 pixel size 10-bit images of the surface of the
specimen which had a painted speckle pattern applied to it. The pixel size was 15 µm,
calibrated using a 058-5 LaVision 3D calibration plate.
After the fracture test, optical microscopy observation of the surface verified the location of
the discontinuity. The specimen surface in vicinity of the crack was cleaned with ethanol to
remove the paint that had been applied to create the speckle pattern. A set of 2560x1920
pixel images were obtained from the surface of the crack specimen at low magnification (1.04
µm/pixel), and also at high magnification (0.14 µm/pixel). The low magnification images were
manually stitched using the overlapped region to construct a larger image with dimension of
6625x4865 pixels (Figure 10a). The high magnification images were similarly stitched to create
an image of 39927 x 6932 pixels (Figure 10b); this was subsequently scaled down by binning
to match the low magnification image resolution. Although spatial resolution was lost, the
visibility of the crack faces was improved (Figure 10c).
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5.2.2 Analysis and discussion
A pair of stereo images, comprising four images, was analysed: two reference images
recorded by cameras at different angles to the surface of the undeformed specimen, and two
similarly recorded images of the loaded specimen. An example of an image captured by the
left camera, after the distortion correction, is shown in Figure 11a. For a faster computational
analysis, a region of interest of 400x300 pixels was selected (marked by a dashed white box
in Figure 11a). This region of interest is compared in Figure 11b and Figure 11c for the
reference and deformed images. The same region, observed by optical microscopy at low
magnification, is shown in Figure 11d.
The images were analysed with subset size 9 and step size of 1 to obtain the displacement
fields shown in Figure 12a. Increased numbers of missing vectors (shown as white patches to
the right side of the displacement map) occurred due a loss of focus during the experiment
(see Figure 11b and Figure 11c). However, the non-correlated areas are mostly local, which
allowed interpolation to be used results of which is given in Figure 12b. Best user judgement
was employed to manually segment the crack, which is shown with a red line with the crack
tip identified by a white cross.
The Phase Congruency map of the displacement field, shown in Figure 12c, highlights the
discontinuity quite clearly. The crack opening displacement profile, calculated automatically
by the algorithm is give in Figure 12d and that of the crack path in Figure 12e. They are
overlaid on the images taken during digital image correlation experiment. The crack path was
also overlaid on the stitched image taken by the optical microscope with low magnification
and is shown in Figure 12f. In these figures, the manual segmentation is represented in red
while the automatically identified crack path is given by green. It is appropriate to take the
manual segmentation of the crack (red line) as true data as higher resolution of the surface
was captured and the crack path calculated. Using Eq. 8, RMS error between manual
segmentation and crack path proposed by this study is calculated to be 2.53 pixel over the
whole length of the crack. Significantly, the time required to obtain the displacement field
and the crack parameters using the proposed algorithm was approximately 1 min 22 seconds
including the DIC analysis. The time to map the crack manually by optical microscope was
approximately 10 hours.
Ductile materials can experience significant crack tip blunting before crack propagation. PC
method identifies the discontinuity in the displacement field accurately, therefore, it is not
sensitive to the width of the crack, hence its blunting. However, large scale crack blunting that
results in a crack mouth opening displacement reduces the accuracy of digital image
correlation considerably. This is because there is no speckle pattern in the empty space
created by the crack blunting which reduces the success of the correlation function in
matching the speckle patterns. In short, PC is not sensitive to crack blunting but DIC is and
therefore care should be taken when applying the method to initiation stage of largely blunt
cracks.
•
•

6 Concluding remarks
A new phase congruency (PC) based algorithm has been proposed to automatically
segment cracks and extract their quantifying parameters such as crack path, length
and opening displacement profile.
The PC-based method is more accurate and robust to noise than the widely used
gradient based and Heaviside algorithms.
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•

Applied to materials with different levels of deformation around the crack tip, the
difference between manual image segmentation and the faster, autonomous PCbased algorithm is less than three pixels.
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Appendix A: Mathematical representation of phase congruency
PC(x) – value of pixel x in an image is computed by:
" _MN " ∆ΦMN " − aN
(A-1)
N M _MN " + b
where o and n denote the indexes over orientation and wavelet scale respectively. The
function ∗ returns its enclosed quantity when the value is positive and zero otherwise. ^ is
a weighting factor based on frequency spread and ∆Φ(x) is a measure of phase congruency.
&' " =

N

M ^N

On a given orientation and a fixed number of wavelet scale, a value for amplitude, _, is
estimated by designing a filter bank considering both radial and angular components. The
radial component of the filter bank is designed in terms of log-Gabor function. On a linear
hijk l m n
nopq r n

frequency scale the log-Gabor function is defined as ef = g
where - is the radius
filter given in pixels in the polar system and , controls the filter bandwidth. The function s is
t
calculated by s =
where yZV[ = yZOM . z MWt . z is the scaling between the centre
uvwx

frequencies of successive filters and n is the number of wavelet scales. The angular
component of the filter bank is calculated by '{ = g

h(|h|} )n
nrn
|

where .O =
~

OWt ~
N

, K indicates the

current orientation and  is the number of orientation. ,{ =
where Å is the ratio of
Ä.N
angular interval between filter orientations and standard deviation of the angular Gaussian
function.
On a given orientation, the weighting function, ^ " , and measure of phase congruency,
∆Φ(x), are calculated as following:
1

(A-2)
1 + g Ç(ÉWP [ )
where “Ñ” is a cut-off value of filter, Ö is the gain factor that controls the sharpness of the cutoff and
^ " =

Ü " =

t

à áà

[

F âäávwx [

where J is the total number of scales being considered. b = 0.001 is

added to prevent division of zero in numerical calculation. For a given wavelet scale, ã, a
measure for phase congruency is calculated as following:

∆Φ x = cos åM " − å "

− sin åM " − å "

(A-3)

where åM " is the local phase of the amplitude _M " and the value of å " that maximizes
_MN " ∆ΦMN " is the amplitude weighted mean local phase angle of all the Fourier terms at
the point being considered.
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Appendix B: Heaviside step function
The Heaviside step function can be used to fit a discontinuous function to the displacement
field line profile normal to the crack for every profile along the crack. This is usually used to
obtain the crack opening displacement. The Heaviside step function is defined as;
0 "<0
ç " = 1/2 " = 0
(B-1)
1 ">0
However, the discontinuity location or crack path is needed before fitting the Heaviside
function to the line profile. Three different methods have been looked at to find the crack
location:
•
•
•

Global maximum gradient of the line profile across the discontinuity
Maximum of difference between windowed moving average with a set smoothing
threshold
1D canny edge detector - Convolution with a Gaussian derivative kernel with a
selected noise suppression [65]

A threshold is chosen to determine when the crack location is not detected. This threshold
also determines the crack length that is found. The Heaviside function is then fitted using
optimum threshold parameters and COD is calculated.
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Appendix C: Spatial resolution analysis
Digital image correlation analysis by least square method requires a step size and a subset
size (TPëíPQì ), which are selected by the user. The subset size is the area over which the
averaged displacement measurement is calculated and the step size (TPìQî ) represents the
distance between each subset, and so affects the overlap. This overlapping of subsets
increases the spatial resolution of the displacement field, and also acts to smooth it. This can
have a significant effect if the displacement gradient is steep. The percentage overlap is
defined by:
TPëíPQì − TPìQî
(C-1)
TPëíPQì
The effect of the subset size on the accuracy of the crack parameters calculated by the PCbased algorithm was investigated using sets of DIC parameters chosen to achieve a constant
overlap for direct comparison of data.
ïAg-ñ1ó % =

Table 1 least square DIC parameters used for Spatial resolution study

Subset size
Step size
Overlap
(pixels)
(pixels)
(%)
9
2
77.8
13
3
76.9
17
4
76.5
21
5
76.2
25
6
76.0
29
7
75.9
31
8
74.2
39
9
76.9
43
10
76.7
65
15
76.9
85
20
76.5
105
25
76.2
The study was performed on the virtual experiment with CMOD = 1 px, with no noise added.
This was chosen as the crack is not visible on the deformed image, so the analysis is unaffected
by subsets overlapping the open crack. The obtained COD, crack length and crack path were
compared to the synthetic crack parameters used to deform the initial image.
Increasing the subset size (Figure C-a) smooths the displacement field and the COD values are
more precise, but this results in a loss in spatial resolution and hence loss of accuracy in the
detected crack path. Decreasing the subset size increases the spatial resolution, which better
defines the crack path to enable crack detection to carried out more accurately (see Figure Cb and Figure C-c). Although it is expected that the relation between subset size and error
would be linear, outliers in Figure C-b and Figure C-c can be identified. This is due to the
inconsistent data point positioning for each spatial resolution analysis. It is therefore can be
concluded that the data point positioning plays a significant role in the accurate calculation
of the crack feature.
Finally, it should be noted that if the crack is visible (i.e. COD profile is consistently bigger than
1 pixel), the error posed by the crack is dependent on the percentage of corrupted pixels that
19

fall in the crack image within each subset, evidence shown in Section 4.2. It is therefore
expected that the uncertainty of the displacement data close to be strongly influenced by the
subset size. For accurate COD measurements, large subset size and for accurate crack
definition (crack path and crack length), lower subset size is essential.
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Figure 1- (a) a 2024x2048 pixel synthetic image containing a crack with mouth opening
displacement of 1 pixel; b) An image similar to (a) with crack mouth opening displacement of 5
pixels; (c) Opening (i.e., Y-direction) displacement of associated with image (a) d) Opening (i.e., Ydirection) displacement associated with image (b) e) Opening strain of (c) f) Opening strain of (d)

Figure 2 - (a) Normalized theoretical displacement field associated with a cracked plate (b)
Normalized strain map of (a) c) Phase congruency of (b) (d) Vertical line profile across the crack
mouth, one in every ten data point are shown e) Vertical line profile across the crack tip, one in
every ten data point are shown
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Figure 3 - PC-based crack detection algorithm flowchart
a)

b)

c)

Figure 4 - Noise analysis (a) error analysis for Crack opening displacement (b) error analysis for
crack path (c) relative crack length error with different additive noise
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a)

b)

a)

c)

Opening displacement, Uy (mm)

Figure 5 - Image noise analysis (a) image noise vs signal to noise ratio and displacement standard
deviation error b) image noise vs missing data

b)

d)

Figure 6 - Analysis of crack detection methods (a) Uy map associated with a crack opening
displacement of 0.1 pixels with high additive image noise (b) crack opening displacement error (c)
crack path error (d) crack length error
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Figure 7 - (a) the small scale doubled edge notch tensile test setup of quasi-brittle material: 2W
(width) =60 mm, a (notch length) =10 mm, and d (notch radius) = 5 mm (b) Fracture test of ductile
material
a)

1329 px

Deformed Image
Crack

x
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Uy displacement field (px)
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Reference Image
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Figure 8 - Quasi-Brittle test and analysis (a) captured image of the surface, region of interest is
indicated between two white dashed lines (b) reference region of interest (c) deformed region of
interest d) calculated opening dispalcment Uy field (e) extrapolated Uy displacement field with no
missing data points
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Figure 9 - PC-based crack detection (a) phase congruency of Figure 8e (b) segmentation using Hugh
transformation (c) segmented crack path overlaid on the displacement field (d) Crack path and
crack opening displacement profile overlaid on the deformed image
c)
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Figure 10 - Optical microscopy analysis (a) lower magnification image (b) higher magnification
image (c) high and Low magnification image stitched (d) zoomed in of (c)
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Figure 11 - Ductile fracture test and analysis (a) full field reference image from left-hand camera
(b) region of interest reference image (c) region of interest deformed image (d) stitched image of
optical microscopy (see Figure 10c) of the same region as shown in (b)
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Figure 12 - Stereo-DIC analysis (a) Uy map (b) missing Uy map extrapolated (c) Phase Congruency of
Uy map (d) crack opening displacement (e) crack path calculated by the algorithm (f) crack path
calculated by the algorithm
a)
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Figure C - Spatial Resolution study to show the effect of subset size on the root mean square error
of (a) crack opening displacement (b) crack path and (c) crack length
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